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ABSTRACT 14 

The crystal structure of the lead uranyl-carbonate mineral widenmannite has been solved 15 

from precession electron-diffraction data and refined using both electron-diffraction data and 16 

synchrotron powder-diffraction data. Widenmannite is orthorhombic, Pmmn, with a = 17 

4.9744(9), b = 9.3816(16), c = 8.9539(15) Å, V = 417.86(12) Å3. The structure was solved by 18 

charge-flipping and refined to an R1 = 0.1911 on the basis of 301 unique, observed reflections 19 

from electron data, and to Rp of 0.0253 and RF of 0.0164 from powder data. The idealized 20 

structure formula of widenmannite is Pb2(OH)2[(UO2)(CO3)2], Z = 2. However, both datasets 21 

suggest that the widenmmanite structure is not that simple. There are two symmetrically 22 

independent, partly occupied U sites. The substitution mechanism can be written as U(1)O2  + 23 

Pb(OH)2 ↔ U(2)O2. When the U(2) site is occupied, the U(1)O2 group is absent, the two OH 24 

groups are substituted by O2- and one Pb2+-vacancy. The chemical formula of the real 25 

structure should be written as Pb2-2x(OH)2-2xO2x[(UO2)(CO3)2],  where x is the probability of 26 

the substitution U(2) → U(1). The probability of occurrence of U(2) refines to x = 0.074(15) 27 

from the powder-diffraction data and to x = 0.176(4) from the electron-diffraction data. There 28 



is one Pb site (nearly fully occupied), which is coordinated by eleven anions (up to the 29 

distance of 3.5 Å), including O and OH–. The shorter Pb-O bonds form a sheet structure, 30 

which is linked by the weaker bonds to the uranyl-carbonate chains to form a three-31 

dimensional framework structure. 32 
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 37 

INTRODUCTION 38 

Widenmannite is one of twenty-nine uranyl carbonates known from Nature as 39 

secondary alteration products of uraninite, typically formed in old open-mining adits of 40 

uranium mines (Krivovichev and Plášil 2013). Dissolution of naturally occurring UO2+x (x = 41 

0–0.67) – uraninite under oxidizing conditions maintains a high concentration of U6+ (as 42 

uranyl ion UO2
2+) in percolating groundwater (Buck et al. 1994; Morris et al. 1996). The U6+ 43 

phases are also important alteration products of UO2 in spent nuclear fuel (Forsyth and 44 

Werme 1992; Wronkiewicz et al. 1996). A good knowledge of the structural and 45 

thermodynamic stabilities of uranyl carbonates is particularly germane to the environmental 46 

chemistry of uranium (Clark et al. 1995; Finch 1997; Neu et al. 1997) due to the potentially 47 

high mobility of U in carbonate-bearing groundwaters (Langmuir 1978; Grenthe et al. 1994). 48 

Widenmannite was first described from the Michael mine in Weiler, Schwarzwald, 49 

Germany, by Walenta (1976), as orthorhombic Pb2(UO2)(CO3)3, with a = 8.99, b = 9.36, c = 50 

4.95 (Å) and V = 417 (Å3), Z = 2 with possible space-groups Pnmm, Pnm21 or P22121. 51 

Further occurrences worldwide were reviewed recently by Plášil et al. (2010), focusing on 52 

widenmannite and its occurrence at the Březové Hory deposit, Příbram ore district (Czech 53 

Republic). At this locality, widenmannite was found with other uranyl minerals at the Jánská 54 



vein, where isotopic dating of widenmannite showed the presence of two generations related 55 

to different alteration processes. 56 

To date, all attempts to solve the crystal structure of widenmannite have been 57 

unsuccessful, as widenmannite forms fine-grained poorly crystalline aggregates that yield x-58 

ray powder diffraction patterns of insufficient quality for ab initio structure solution. This 59 

study presents the solution of the crystal structure of widenmannite from precession electron-60 

diffraction (PED) and high-resolution synchrotron powder-diffraction data, showing that 61 

widenmannite is a uranyl bicarbonate with an OH group in the structure, rather than a 62 

tricarbonate as reported in all previous studies. 63 

 64 

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 65 

Two widenmannite samples were used in this study; the labeling is the same as in the study of Plášil et 66 

al. (2010). Widenmannite I was used for the powder-diffraction work and consists of a mixture of widenmannite 67 

and kasolite. Widenmannite II was used for TEM study and contains yellowish globular aggregates of platy, 68 

prismatic crystals.  69 

No crystals were of sufficient quality to give measurable X-ray diffraction patterns and therefore 70 

electron-diffraction study was carried out. A few aggregates of widenmannite II were dispersed in ethanol, and 71 

the suspension was then transferred to a carbon-coated copper grid . The sample was then examined in a 72 

transmission electron microscope Philips CM 120 equipped with a CCD camera Olympus SIS Veleta (dynamic 73 

range 14 bits) and a precession diffraction device (Digistar, NanoMegas). Accelerating voltage was 120 kV, 74 

corresponding to the electron wavelength, λ = 0.0335 Å. A crystal was left in an arbitrary orientation and a 75 

series of non-oriented diffraction patterns was recorded at a tilt angle ranging from -60° to +56° in steps of 1°, 76 

resulting in 117 diffraction patterns. The data were processed by the programs PETS (Palatinus 2011) and 77 

Jana2006 (Petříček et al. 2006). The structure was solved from the precession data by the charge-flipping 78 

algorithm (Oszlányi and Sütő 2004; Oszlányi and Sütő 2008; Palatinus 2013) using the program Superflip 79 

(Palatinus and Chapuis 2007), and subsequently refined by the full-matrix least-squares method using Jana2006 80 

(Petříček et al. 2006). The model converged to R1 = 0.1911, wR2 = 0.1855 (with GOF = 8.17) for 301 observed 81 

reflections with Iobs>3σ(I). A summary of data collection, solution, and refinement is given in Table 1. Atom 82 



coordinates and displacement parameters are listed in Table 2. The U(1) and Pb atoms were refined with 83 

anisotropic-displacement parameters, the rest of the atoms were treated with isotropic parameters. The bond-84 

valence analysis (Table 5) and charge-balance requirements suggested the O(6) atom is an OH group. Therefore 85 

we introduced the H atom into the model, even if it could not be located in the difference-Fourier maps. The H 86 

atom was treated with geometrical constraints to be kept in a tetrahedral arrangement with respect to the three Pb 87 

atoms linked to the O(6) site. The model obtained from PED was subsequently used as a starting model for 88 

Rietveld refinement (the H atom was not used in the refinement). 89 

The synchrotron powder-diffraction data of widenmannite (sample widenmannite I) were collected at 90 

the Rossendorf beamline BM-20 at ESRF in Grenoble. The energy of the beam was set to 30 keV (λ = 0.41328 91 

Å) to minimize absorption effects. The accurate wavelength was calibrated against the powder pattern of a 92 

standard (LaB6). The beamline optics consists of a double-crystal Si(111) monochromator and two 93 

collimating/focusing mirrors (Si and Pt-coating). The crushed sample was placed into a 0.3-diameter mm 94 

borosilicate glass capillary rotated around its axis during data-collection. The diffraction pattern was collected at 95 

ambient conditions with a scintillation counter over the range 3–25° 2θ with a step-size of 0.0088°. The 96 

measured powder pattern contains peak positions of widenmannite and also of minor admixed kasolite. The 97 

Bragg positions of the diffractions are frequently overlapped in the pattern. For that reason, the kasolite 98 

(structure model from Fejfarová et al. 2013) was included as a second phase in the Rietveld refinement and its 99 

atom positions and ADP parameters were fixed during all refinement cycles. The structure model of 100 

widenmanite obtained from electron-diffraction data was used as a starting model for Rietveld refinement in 101 

JANA2006. To avoid unreasonable deformations of the hexagonal bipyramid and of the (CO3)2- anions, oxygen 102 

and carbon atoms had to be constrained by soft bond-lengths and angle constraints. The position of the partly 103 

occupied U(2) site was confirmed by the presence of a large maximum in the difference-Fourier map. At the 104 

final stages of the refinement atom coordinates of all atoms were refined together with the isotropic ADP of 105 

heavy atoms and occupancy parameters of partly occupied sites, and also together with the profile parameters 106 

(unit cell, background and profile parameters, zero shift of the diffractometer, March-Dollase parameter, MD(1 0 107 

0)= 1.05, and phase fraction parameter, the amount of kasolite in the sample was approx. 7%). Isotropic ADP 108 

parameters of oxygen and carbon atoms were fixed at 0.038. The final agreement indices are Rp = 0.0246, wRp = 109 

0.0317, GOF = 2.17 (Table 1). The refined atom coordinates and displacement parameters and bond-valence 110 

sums are given in Table 3. Selected interatomic distances are listed in Table 4 (based on powder dataset) and are 111 

also included as a part of the CIF files deposited as supplementary files. The bond-valence analysis was done 112 



following the procedure of Brown (2002) and is given in Table 5. 113 

 114 

RESULTS 115 

Idealized and real structure 116 

The structure of widenmannite is a 3D framework (Fig. 1) consisting of uranyl carbonate 117 

chains interconnected by the network of Pb-O bonds. The idealized structure of 118 

widenmannite (Fig. 2a) contains one symmetrically independent U site, one Pb site, and has a 119 

sum formula Pb2(OH)2[(UO2)(CO3)2], Z = 2. However, both the powder- and electron-120 

diffraction data indicated that both the U and Pb sites have low occupancies, and that there is 121 

a partly occupied U(2) site (Figs. 1, 2b). The U(2) site has an environment similar to that of 122 

U(1). To maintain charge balance, the low occupancies of U(1), U(2) and Pb must be 123 

accompanied by the low occupancies of the coordinated O sites. The only model that is 124 

compatible with charge neutrality and with the data seems to involve the substitution U(1)O2  125 

+ Pb(OH)2 ↔ U(2)O2, i.e. the occurrence of the U at the U(2) site is accompanied by a 126 

vacancy at the U(1) site (i.e. no U(1)O2 group), substitution of two (OH)- groups by O2- and a 127 

vacancy at the Pb site. Moreover, the electron-diffraction data strongly indicate that the atom 128 

at the U(2) site is not localized in the plane of the CO3 groups. To avoid unphysical features 129 

in the model, we decided not to include the splitting of the U(2) site. The substitution 130 

mechanism is illustrated in Fig 2b. The occupancies of the U(1), O(3), U(2) and Pb sites were 131 

constrained to maintain charge neutrality. The chemical formula of the widenmannite should 132 

thus be written as Pb2-2x(OH)2-2xO2x[(UO2)(CO3)2], where x is the probability of the 133 

substitution U(2) → U(1). The probability of occurrence of U(2) refines to x = 0.074(15) 134 

from the powder-diffraction data and to x = 0.176(4) from the electron-diffraction data. These 135 

two values are not equal within three e.s.d.s, but they are not radically different. It is 136 

generally difficult to reliably refine atom occupancies from electron-diffraction data. For this 137 



reason and because the powder is more representative of the bulk material, we believe that the 138 

Rietveld refinement gives a better estimate of the site-occupancies.  139 

 140 

U and C coordination 141 

The U(1) and U(2) cations are strongly bonded to two O atoms, O3 and O6, 142 

respectively, with the bond lengths characteristic for UO2
2+; ~1.8 Å (Table 4). Each U atom is 143 

further coordinated by six O atoms, arranged at the equatorial vertices of hexagonal 144 

bipyramids capped by uranyl O atoms. The lengths of the equatorial bonds in U(2) 145 

coordination polyhedra are slightly longer (average ~2.6 Å; Table 4) than expected for 146 

hexagonal U coordination; ~2.45 Å (Burns et al. 1997). However, the geometry of the U(2) 147 

coordination is not entirely reliable due to the partial occupancy of the central cation of the 148 

U(2) polyhedron. The structure contains two independent C sites each coordinated by three O 149 

atoms forming planar CO3
2– groups. 150 

 151 

Pb coordination 152 

There is one unique Pb site, nearly fully occupied by Pb2+ cation, which is coordinated 153 

by eleven ligands up to 3.5 Å (Table 4), including O and OH– (Table 5). The asymmetry of 154 

the coordination polyhedron suggests that Pb2+ is lone-pair stereoactive in this structure. The 155 

Pb2+ cations are interconnected through Pb-O bonds into ribbons parallel to [010] (Fig. 3a), 156 

arranged in sheets parallel to (001) planes (Fig. 3b). Similar ribbons of atoms with lone-pair 157 

stereoactive electrons are known e.g. in laurionite (Smith 1899; Venetopoulos and 158 

Rentzeperis 1975; Merlino et al. 1993), containing Pb2+ cations, and medenbachite (Krause et 159 

al. 1996), neustadtälite and cobaltneustädtelite (Krause et al. 2002), containing Bi3+. 160 

 161 

Structural connectivity 162 



In the idealized structure, the U(1)O2(CO3)3 groups corner-share to form ribbons along 163 

[100], each pair of neighboring U(1)O8 bipyramids sharing one CO3 group (Fig. 4a). In the 164 

real structure, these chains are occasionally interrupted by a vacancy at the U(1) site. Instead, 165 

one U(2) site is occupied, forming a U(2)O2(CO3)3 group that bridges two neighboring 166 

U(1)O2(CO3)3 ribbons (Fig 2b). The interstitial linkage is provided by Pb2+–O bonds, which 167 

link the U-bearing sheets in a zig-zag fashion (Figs. 1, 2a). 168 

 169 

DISCUSSION 170 

According to the structure solution, the idealized formula of widenmannite is 171 

Pb2(OH)2[(UO2)(CO3)2], Z = 2, in contrast to previous descriptions of widenmannite. The 172 

presence of OH– groups in the structure was indicated by the Raman and infrared 173 

spectroscopic study of Plášil et al. (2010), who inferred substitution of two possible OH- 174 

groups for one CO3 group, but the details of the mechanism remained unclear.  175 

 176 

Topology of the structure 177 

The structure of widenmannite is unique among the uranyl carbonates and U6+ 178 

compounds in general. The structure has corner sharing of UO8 hexagonal bipyramids, 179 

forming infinite chains along [100]. One CO3 group is bidentately linked to two adjacent 180 

bipyramids, while the second CO3 group is staggered at the opposite edge of each bipyramid 181 

(Fig. 4a). Adjacent UO8
∞ chains are occasionally interrupted by a vacancy, and linked 182 

through a (U2)O8 bipyramid which is attached to the chains by corner sharing of equatorial 183 

O(2) and O(4) atoms and edge sharing with CO3 groups. The idealized structure has the U(2) 184 

site vacant and the U(1) site fully occupied. This ideal structure has no relation with any other 185 

known uranium carbonate. If only the atom sites are considered regardless of their 186 

occupancy, the widenmannite topology is still unique, but can be related to the topology of 187 



rutherfordine (Fig. 4c), which has neutral sheets of the composition [(UO2)(CO3)] (Finch et 188 

al. 1999). It is apparent that the widenmannite topology can be derived from that of 189 

rutherfordine by a relative shift of every second row in the graph (Figs. 4b and d). 190 

 191 

The complementarity of the powder- and electron-diffraction data 192 

The present work is a notable example of how precession electron-diffraction 193 

tomography and powder-diffraction (PD) are complementary techniques. It was not possible 194 

to solve the structure of widenmannite from the PD data alone, whereas it was quite 195 

straightforward to do so from ED, since it is going about single-crystal diffraction technique 196 

and the positions of the light atoms can be better located in Fourier maps from the ED data. 197 

However, the lattice parameters can be determined much more accurately from PD than ED 198 

data. Moreover, the multiple diffraction inherent in the ED data makes least-squares 199 

refinement difficult, and Rietveld refinement of the PD data gives much better figures of 200 

merit and, more importantly, probably more accurate and more precise structure parameters. 201 

This is particularly the case for the refinement of site occupancies. Nevertheless, comparing 202 

the two refinements, we see that the largest distance between corresponding sites is 0.27 Å 203 

for the partly occupied U(2) site, and all other distances are shorter than 0.15 Å. The average 204 

discrepancy of distances (excluding the U(2) site) is 0.065 Å. This level of reliability is 205 

sufficiently good to draw conclusions about the topology and bonding in the structure and 206 

make approximate bond-valence analysis (Tables 2 and 3).  207 

 208 

The significance of widenmannite during alteration of uraninite 209 

Widenmannite is one of the supergene minerals that concentrate radiogenic Pb, similar 210 

to e.g. kasolite or the Pb2+-containing uranyl oxides hydroxy-hydrates (e.g. fourmarierite, 211 

masuyite, richetite, etc.) (Finch and Murakami 1999). However, isotopic work by Plášil et al. 212 



(2010) on widenmannite from the complex uranium-base metal hydrothermal vein indicated 213 

that the part of radiogenic Pb in both types of widenmannite (see sample description or the 214 

paper for details) is very low, ~1–2% only. Possibly, this is due to the prevalence of galena in 215 

the vein and thus non-radiogenic Pb prevails in the system. In localities where galena is 216 

lacking, widenmannite may concentrate radiogenic Pb in the structure. 217 

A very good idea regarding the stability of widenmannite during continuous alteration 218 

processes provided us also the above mentioned study of widenmannite from Příbram (Plášil 219 

et al. 2010). This widenmannite occurrence, represented by “widenmannite I”, constitutes an 220 

old in-situ, weathering association; it is a mixture of powdery widenmannite and kasolite in 221 

strongly weathered parts of the vein located ~30 m under the present surface, without any 222 

evidence for currently percolating water in the vein. This type of widenmannite was dated to 223 

more than 220,000 years based on the disequilibrium in 230Th/234U series. We point out that 224 

very similar samples of widenmannite were found on the old mine-dumps (see Plášil et al. 225 

2005). These dumps are relatively treeless and have remained exposed to weathering for 226 

about 150 years. Widenmannite on these specimens has a relatively fresh appearance. It is 227 

associated with kasolite, a parsonsite-like mineral, and poorly crystalline U–oxide hydroxy-228 

hydrates, forming massive aggregates (“gummites”). The powder x-ray diffraction patterns of 229 

the widenmannite samples from the dump did not suggest any significant decrease in 230 

crystallinity (or partial dissolution). The occurrence of apparently fresh well-crystalline 231 

widenmannite on the dumps indicates that the mineral is relatively stable when exposed to 232 

non-acidic or only weakly acidic conditions. 233 
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 350 

Figure captions 351 

 352 

Figure 1. The crystal structure of widenmannite viewed along [100]. The U(1) polyhedra is 353 
dark grey,  the U(2) polyhedra is light grey and transparent. Pb atoms are grey. 354 
 355 

Figure 2. Substitution mechanism in the structure of widenmannite. A) Idealized structure of 356 
widenmannite. The Pb site is occupied, while the U(2) site is vacant. B) The real structure of 357 
widenmannite. One of the U(2) sites is occupied, accompanied by a vacant Pb site and U(1) 358 
vacancy. The red atoms represents the position of O(6) (O2- or OH-). 359 

 360 

Figure 3. The linkage between Pb and O atoms in the structure of widenmannite. A) The 361 
sheet structure of the Pb (grey) and O (red) atoms (bond-length cutoff set to 3.0 Å) viewed 362 
along [001]. The characteristic Pb-O ribbon, Pb-O(6) bond pair, is displayed in two colored 363 



bonds-sticks. B) The same sheets in projection along [100]. The uranyl-carbonate layers are 364 
located between the Pb-O sheets, connected by weaker Pb-O bonds (see Figure 1). 365 

 366 

Figure 4. A) Idealized structure sheet in widenmannite and B) its graph representation. Partly 367 
occupied U(2) polyhedra are transparent. C) Structure sheet in rutherfordine and D) its graph 368 
representation. 369 
 370 

 371 
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 374 
 375 











Table 1 Summary of data collection conditions and refinement parameters for widenmannite. 

 PED  Synchrotron powder diffraction 
a [Å] 4.9350(7)# a [Å] 4.9770(7) 
b [Å] 9.550(4)# b [Å] 9.3869(13) 
c [Å] 8.871(1)# c [Å] 8.9597(12) 
V [Å3] V = 418.08 V [Å3] 418.59(10) 
Z 2 Z 2  
Space group Pmmn Space group Pmmn
Data collection TEM Philips CM120 Data collection Synchrotron, ESRF 
Temperature 293 K Temperature 293 K 
Source, wavelength TEM, 0.0335 Å Source, wavelength ESRF BM20, 0.41293 Å 
Crystal dimensions 770×600 nm Specimen Powder in 0.3 mm glass capillary 
Collection mode electron diffraction 

tomography 
Collection mode Rotation along φ axis 

Limiting θ angles 0.1°–1.35° Limiting θ angles 3.00–16.42° 
Limiting Miller indices –13<h<13, –11<k<11, –

7<l<7 
No. of points; observed 
reflections 

1343; 98 [Iobs>3σ(I)] 

No. of reflections 2688 Absorption correct. (mm–1), 
type 

9.40, cylindrical sample 

No. of unique reflections 656 F000 976 
No. of observed reflections  301 [Iobs>3σ(I)] Refinement by Jana2006  
Maximum sin(θ)/λ [Å–1] 0.7 Param. ref., restraints, 

constraints 
55, 15, 53 

Data completeness 81.69% (all); 37.73% (obs) Rp, wRp, Rexp 0.0246, 0.0316, 0.0146 
Rint (obs on F2) 0.1692 GOF 2.17 
Absorption correction (mm–1)  RF, wRF (widen) 0.0164, 0.0243 
F000 782 RBragg, wRBragg (widen) 0.0294, 0.0495  

Refinement by Jana2006  RF, wRF (kasolite) 0.0278, 0.0291 
Param. ref., restraints, 
constraints 

35, 10, 6 RBragg, wRBragg (kasolite) 0.0479, 0.0577 

R1, wR1 0.1911, 0.1855 Δρmin, Δρmax (eÅ–3) -0.42, 0.57 
R2, wR2 0.3013, 0.1899 Weighting scheme σ 
GOFobs/all 8.17/5.49   
Weighting scheme, details σ, w = 1/(σ2(F) + 0.0001F2)   



# - The unit cell parameters obtained from PED are inherently less accurate, therefore in all refinements and subsequent calculations 
involving PED data the cell parameters obtained from synchrotron powder diffraction were used.



Table 2 Atom coordinates and displacement parameters for widenmannite (PED). 
 
 x/a y/b z/c Uiso Occ. 
U(1) 0.5 0.5 0.5786(4) 0.046(4) 0.824(4) 
U(2) 0.5 0 0.923(4) 0.08(2)* 0.176(4) 
Pb 0.5 0.7343(15) 0.1758(7) 0.140(6) 0.824(4) 
C(1) 1 0.5 0.4161(16) 0.095(15)*  
C(2) 0.5 0.5 0.8957(15) 0.039(8)*  
O(1) 1 0.5 0.561(2) 0.067(10)*  
O(2) 0.775(3) 0.5 0.344(2) 0.058(7)*  
O(3) 0.5 0.683(4) 0.585(2) 0.033(6)* 0.824(4) 
O(4) 0.278(3) 0.5 0.824(2) 0.074(8)*  
O(5) 0.5 0.5 1.038(2) 0.060(9)*  
O(6) 0.5 0.806(5) −0.066(3) 0.093(9)*  
H(1) 0.5 0.887 -0.099 0.112  
 U11 U22 U33 U12 U13 U23

U(1) 0.0122(18) 0.113(10) 0.0142(19) 0 0 0
Pb 0.178(8) 0.169(16) 0.073(4) 0 0 0.00(6)
* refined with isotropic-displacement parameters. 
 
 
Table 3 Atom coordinates and displacement parameters for widenmannite (powder 
diffraction). 
 
 x/a y/b z/c Uiso Occ. 
U(1) 0.5 0.5 0.5747(7) 0.012(4)* 0.926(15) 
U(2) 0.5 0 0.893(11) 0.07(8)* 0.074(15) 
Pb 0.5 0.7414(7) 0.1723(6) 0.056(4) 0.926(15) 
C(1) 1 0.5 0.422(3) 0.002(14)*  
C(2) 0.5 0.5 0.891(3) 0.002(14)*  
O(1) 1 0.5 0.567(3) 0.002(14)*  
O(2) 0.775(4) 0.5 0.350(3) 0.002(14)*  
O(3) 0.5 0.692(2) 0.576(7) 0.002(14)* 0.926(15) 
O(4) 0.272(4) 0.5 0.818(3) 0.002(14)*  
O(5) 0.5 0.5 1.036(4) 0.002(14)*  
O(6) 0.5 0.816(6) −0.078(4) 0.002(14)*  
(H(1) 0.5 0.89479 -0.117295 0.0023*)#  
 U11 U22 U33 U12 U13 U23

Pb 0.087(10) 0.038(6) 0.044(6) 0 0 −0.008(5)
* refined with isotropic-displacement parameters. # not taken into account of further 
calculations



 
Table 4 Selected interatomic distances in the structure of widenmannite (powder 

data). 

U(1)–O(1) 2.4895(11) (2×) U(2)–O(2) 2.42(8) (2×)
U(1)–O(2) 2.43(3) (2×) U(2)–O(4) 2.95(8) (2×)
U(1)–O(3) 1.802(19) (2×) U(2)–O(5) 2.58(2) (2×)
U(1)–O(4) 2.46(3) (2×) U(2)–O(6) 1.75(6) (2×)
<U(1)–OUr> 1.80 <U(2)–OUr> 1.75
<U(1)–Oeq> 2.46 <U(2)–Oeq> 2.65
  
C(1)–O(1) 1.30(4) C(2)–O(5) 1.30(4)
C(1)–O(2) 1.29(3) (2×) C(2)–O(4) 1.31(3) (2×)
<C(1)–O> 1.29 <C(2)–O> 1.31
   
 Pb–O(1) 3.37(2)
 Pb–O(2) 3.089(17) (2×)
 Pb–O(3) 3.42(4) (2×)
 Pb–O(4) 2.781(11) (2×)
 Pb–O(5) 2.574(18)
 Pb–O(6) 2.35(4)
 Pb–O(6) 2.683(16) (2×)
 <Pb–O> 2.93
  
O(1)–O(2) 2.24(3) (2×) O(3)–O(4) 3.04(5) (2×)
O(1)–O(3) 3.074(11) (4×) O(3)–O(6) 3.31(7)
O(1)–O(3) 3.16(3) (2×) O(4)–O(4) 2.71(3)
O(1)–O(4) 2.62(3) (2×) O(4)–O(4) 2.27(2)
O(2)–O(2) 2.74(3) O(4)–O(5) 2.26(4)
O(2)–O(2) 2.24(3) O(4)–O(6) 3.31(5) (2×)
O(2)–O(3) 3.04(5) (2×) O(4)–O(6) 3.20(5) (2×)
O(2)–O(3) 3.17(2) (2×) O(5)–O(6) 3.14(3) (2×)
O(2)–O(5) 3.13(4) O(5)–O(6) 3.05(3) (4×)
O(2)–O(6) 3.19(5) (2×) O(6)–O(6) 3.45(8)
O(3)–O(3) 3.04(4) (2×) O(6)–O(6) 3.11(4) (2×)



Table 5 Bond-valence analysis of widenmannite structure (based on powder data). 
 
Atom U(1) U(2) Pb C(1) C(2)  ∑BV 
O(1) 0.41×2↓,×0.926→  0.06,×0.926→ 1.30   1.68 
O(2) 0.46×2↓,×0.926→ 0.47×2↓,×0.074→ 0.10×2↓,×0.926→ 1.29×2↓   1.84 
O(3) 1.61×2↓×0.926↓,×0.926→  0.05×2↓×0.926↓,×0.926→    1.54 
O(4) 0.44×2↓,×0.926→ 0.17×2↓,×0.074→ 0.19×2↓,×0.926→  1.24  1.84 
O(5)  0.35×2↓,×0.074→ 0.29,×0.926→  1.28×2↓  1.72 
O(6)  1.78×2↓,×0.074→

 0.45×0.926→; 0.23×2↓,×0.926→    0.76 
∑BV 5.60 5.54 1.93 3.88 3.80
Values are expressed in valence units (vu). Site occupancies of the bonded atoms were taken into the calculations. ∑BV, bond-
valence sums; ×↓→, multiplicity. U6+–O bond strength (r0 = 2.042, b = 0.506) from Burns et al. (1997); C4+–O strength from Brown 
and Altermatt (1985), Pb2+–O bond strength from Krivovichev and Brown (2001). 
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